VisiJet FTX Material Storage Shelf

With the release of multiple VisiJet FTX materials for the ProJet 1200 you are afforded the ability to easily swap out cartridges between the 6 materials. VisiJet FTX materials must be kept in the dark to prevent curing. These storage shelves were developed to store partially used VisiJet FTX material cartridges. This allows you to easily maintain your open cartridges with confidence that they will not accidentally cure before you use them.

Print this shelf on any technology that has a build envelope large enough. Ensure that the material the shelf is made from does not permit light to pass through it. Most printer materials will work fine but if light is transmitted through the shelf, you will need to figure out a way to block the light. One possible method would be to paint the outside of the shelf.

Below you will find two shelving units; a 6 Unit and an 8 Unit shelf. Select whichever you prefer to use and never worry about storing your opened cartridges.

- 6 Unit Shelf
- 8 Unit Shelf